Specialty

Isla Family

IM-FR
Self-Service Food Counter with Cold Wells for Prepared Food Applications
From morning to night, this case is a Chameleon—it changes with its surroundings!

Great for a multitude of genres—lettuce salads, bean salads, potato or pasta salads, and even an olive bar! From morning to night, this case is a Chameleon—it changes with its surroundings!

**IM-04-FR** Isla Counter with Cold Well - 50”
**IM-05-FR** Isla Counter with Cold Well - 58”

**Features.**
- Stainless steel counter top with painted exterior
- Black powder-coated sneeze guard post assembly
- 1/4-inch clear tempered glass sneeze guard (wrap-around on end unit - straight on center units)
- Air over refrigeration system
- Energy efficient fans
- Electronic ballast
- Thermostat and suction stop solenoid
- Please reference color chart for choice of standard Hussmann paint and finish options (www.hussmann.com)

**Options.**
- 2-inch tilted RDI with adapter trim ring
- LED canopy lights †
- Solid surface counter top (Granite)
- Liquid line shut-off hand valve
- End panel, flush (In-Line)
- End panel with wrap around bumper (In-Line)
- Solid transition panel (between dissimilar temp modules)
- Counter transition panel
- Special interior and exterior finishes* (consult your Hussmann sales representative)

**Additional information.**
- Matching companion case lines: ISLA Family
- Hot Self-Service Multi-Deck: IM-H
- Refrigerated Self-Service Multi-Deck: IM-R
- Hot Well Self-Service Food Counter: IM-HF
- Self-Contained Refrigerated Self-Service Multi-Deck: IM-S
- Soup Self-Service Food Counter: IM-SF
- Self-Service Bakery: IM-BV
- Self-Service Frozen: SFG/SGNF

* Some optional features may need to be certified by UL, NSF, and/or other 3rd party certification agencies. Contact Hussmann for verification or questions for availability.

**NOTE:** These merchandisers are designed for use in stores when temperature and humidity do not exceed 75°F and 55% R.H. We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions, or replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.

For additional resources, contact your representative or visit www.hussmann.com.